
Gio Nation Collaborates With Grammy
Nominated Hit Maker Gemini

Gio Nation, Rising American artist croons about lost love
alongside music producer Gemini Muzip.
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Rising pop musician & social media model, Gio Nation, recently had the golden opportunity to

collaborate with Grammy-nominated producer, Gemini for his latest few projects. Together they

co-produced & engineered four of Gio Nation’s highest rated songs including, “I Don't Need You

Anymore” & “You Know What I’m Talkin’ Bout”.

Gio’s music continues to engage diehard pop music fans worldwide while also appealing

to fans who may not be familiar with his music.

“From the moment I met Gemini, we just hit it off. We were definitely on the same

wavelength. I feel seen, heard and understood by him and this is really important
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when you collaborate with someone, “ said Gio, talking about his experience working

with the producer.

Once again, Gio’s verbal gymnastics instantly impressed. With vivacious energy and a

vibrant personality, he shocks pop music with a jolt of his signature electricity. The songs

survey every corner of Gio’s heart where he gets real about the complications of falling

in love.

Becoming successful in the music industry requires a lot of hard work and struggles. With

a history of vulnerable struggles and battles with mental health, Gio managed to find his

way through hard times and produce music pulling through every step of his life.

“Gio’s music is like something that doesn’t exist and that is why it’s unique. His music is

similar to other hit songs but still has its own uniqueness so I think it has a good

chance of blowing up,” commented Gemini Muziq on Gio’s musical talent and

capabilities, while highlighting his experience collaborating with the art.

Collaborating with one of the most famous personalities in the industry gave Gio a

chance to showcase the worth of his music to the world.

About Gemini Muziq

Gemini Muziq, Aka Hagay Mizrahi is an American musician, record producer and

songwriter. His professional music career began in Israel and expanded worldwide after

which he relocated to Los Angeles in 2009. Gemini came into music prominence in 2016

when he engineered sound for Poo Bear ( Jason Boyd ) for the theme song “Purpose”

and co-produced the song “blessing in a curse” on the album “Poo Bear presents

Happy Bearthday Music”. The album was released under universal music and featured

famous artists such as Justin Bieber, J Balvin, Jlo and more.

About Gio Nation

Gio Nation is an American singer-songwriter and producer from America. Growing up in a

lower middle class family in Connecticut, Gio discovered his passion for writing and

performing at the age of 7. He began songwriting at the age of 15 when he picked up his

first guitar. Heavily influenced by pop culture, Gio made his music debut in collaboration

with Gemini Muziq where he released three of his debut singles.

FIND GIO NATION AT!

Instagram: @gionationempire 

Facebook: Gio Nation 

Tiktok: gionationempire 

Twitter: @gionationempire 
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YouTube Channel: gionationempire 

Website: www.gionationempire.com 
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lower middle class family in Connecticut, Gio discovered his passion for writing and

performing at the age of 7. He began songwriting at the age of 15 when he picked up his

first guitar. Heavily influenced by pop culture, Gio made his music debut in collaboration
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